Education
Experts in Education Flooring

The Spectrum of Education

Education

The education sector encompasses a broad spectrum of learning
environments to accommodate pupils of all ages as they progress
through the education system.
Most systems comprise of five key stages – early years, primary,
secondary, further and higher education where the size and scale of
premises will vary dependent upon pupil needs and requirements.
Based on best practice guidance, all learning environments share
essential minimum standards as fit-for-purpose school buildings
and facilities are required to ensure pupil and staff safety, comfort
and wellbeing and to enable the provision of a broad and balanced
curriculum.

Helping the Learning Process
Twenty-first century learning is about the provision of inspirational
education facilities that puts both pupils and staff at the heart of the
school, and increasingly, the local community.
Safe and pleasing surroundings can inspire children. Design and layout,
along with facilities and resources all play a vital role in the creation
of a dynamic space conducive to learning where all stakeholders feel a
deep sense of pride and ownership.
Integral to a flexible design scheme, the choice of floorcoverings will
have a major impact on the overall ‘feel’ of an educational building.
Floors that are bright and colourful, classic or contemporary, can add
character to a lively modern building as well as meeting the functional
performance standards of many different spaces.

Early Years & Primary

Secondary

Further & Higher Education

BEST PRACTICE GUIDANCE TO FLOORING SELECTION
School floors have to be hardwearing
and tough. The required performance
of flooring throughout any educational
environment can differ by area,
depend upon the function of the space,
the age of the pupils, expected activity
levels and the intensity of footfall.
As the choice of floorcoverings
available in the marketplace is
extensive, the Department for
Education (DfE) has produced flooring
guidance documentation to assist with
the UK specification process.
PRIORITY SCHOOLS BUILDING
PROGRAMME*
Now in its second phase, the Priority
Schools Building Programme (PSBP)
was originally established to address
the needs of those schools in the
worst condition that required urgent
repair and were to be delivered via
capital funding or private finance
funding. The programme is managed
and procured by the Education
Funding Agency (EFA) which in turn
is sponsored by the Department for
Education (DfE).

BASELINE DESIGNS FOR SCHOOLS*
These are a collection of standardised
drawings and specifications which
can be applied across a wide range
of educational facilities. Suitable
for both primary and secondary
schools, they are detailed enough
to enable environmental modelling
and to establish building costs. The
guidance documents are aimed at local
authorities and school building teams
and provide assistance with good
design practice and local contractors
who can develop them into detailed
schemes or propose alternatives.

• Durability

The designs are examples of how the
requirements of the Priority School
Building Programme’s PFI facilities
output specification can be met.

• Colour & pattern

*https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/baseline-designs-forschools-guidance

Polyflor, as a leading provider of
flooring solutions to the education
sector over many years, is able
to demonstrate adherence to the
FOS for Floor Finishes through the
availability of fit-for-purpose products
that fully comply with many UK and
international statutory requirements
and regulations for education flooring.

Education Funding Agency (EFA)
Facilities Output Specification
(FOS) for Floor Finishes explains the
requirements in all internal areas of
the school building:–

• Resilience
• Continuity
• Performance specification
• Fit-for-purpose
• Ease of cleaning
• Smoothness
• Sound absorption and transmission
• Impact resistance
• Slip resistance
• Chemical & heat resistance
• Suitability for mobility equipment
users
• Low VOC
• Use of suitable barrier matting

BIM
It is thought BIM (Building Information Modelling) is a major
opportunity for school builders, designers and contractors
to put innovative school design at the heart of the school
building process.
A selection of Polyflor’s leading product ranges is now
available as BIM objects. These objects can be downloaded
via the Polyflor website and from the National BIM Library
enabling architects and contractors adopting BIM to create
a virtual building incorporating the technical specification,
installation and maintenance information from Polyflor
ranges.

Visit www.polyflor.com/bim
or www.nationalbimlibrary.com
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POLYFLOR BIM OBJECTS NOW AVAILABLE TO DOWNLOAD

Experience & Expertise
Part of James Halstead plc, Polyflor is the only UK-based manufacturer of a full range of resilient floorcoverings, successfully
supplying the UK education sector over many years with hardwearing, easy-to-clean and attractive floorcoverings.

Polyflor has recently secured a ‘Very Good’
BES 6001 responsible sourcing certified
rating. This demonstrates to customers
that Polyflor sources materials and acts
responsibly, enabling them to make a better
informed choice when selecting suppliers. Furthermore, Polyflor can
now contribute 3 points for MAT03 (Responsible Sourcing for Materials)
on a BREEAM Education Assessment (see page 16).

WHITEFIELD SITE | UK

Further to our products BES 6001 certification, Polyflor is certified to
environmental management system ISO 14001.
ISO 9001 Quality Management accreditation
ensures the availability of consistent, good
quality products as the Standard is based on
quality management principles and strong
customer focus.

STOCKTON-ON-TEES SITE | UK

With manufacturing processes ISO 9001 certified, Polyflor continues
to invest in its manufacturing sites at Whitefield and Stockton-on-Tees,
thus expanding both production capability and warehousing capacity.
This enables Polyflor to hold even more stock of products well suited to
use in an educational building, ensuring availability and fast lead times
for customers.
To further ensure excellent product availability, Polyflor has developed
strong relationships with its extensive network of distribution partners
throughout the UK and around the world.

Polyflor is the only
UK-based manufacturer
of a full range of resilient
floorcoverings, successfully
supplying the UK and
international education
sector over many years.
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QUWWAT ISLAM EDUCATION CENTRE | UK

EARLY YEARS AND PRIMARY LEARNING

THE SPECTRUM OF LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS ACROSS ALL
EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS
It is widely recognised that to enhance pupil wellbeing,
attention to the whole environment is necessary,
including the choice of flooring. At Polyflor that choice
is vast and readily available, whatever the scale of your
project to enable the creation of a clean, modern and safe
environment.

EARLY YEARS AND PRIMARY LEARNING
Aesthetic qualities, as well as sustainable slip resistance
and ease of maintenance are key requirements of most
school flooring. The use of floor finishes with a low
environmental impact may also be required.
For younger pupils, a dynamic space that is light and bright
and animated by the use of bold colours, can enhance pupil
wellbeing through the creation of a warm, friendly and
focused environment.
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BESPOKE DESIGN FOR NURSERY
Working with Polyflor’s in house Design Service and
installed by Diamond Flooring of Bolton, designs from
the Expona Flow PUR range were selected to create the
bespoke floor in the corridor of the centre’s Little Sparkles
Nursery at the Quwwat Islam Education Centre in Preston,
UK. Also Camaro PUR luxury vinyl tiles in White Limed
Oak were installed inside the nursery playroom for two to
five year olds, as the product is ideal for light commercial
areas.
Moulana Khalid Ibrahim, Head Teacher at the Quwwat
Education Centre commented,

“We’re really impressed with the finished result,
the flooring looks fantastic and has really
brightened up the space for summer. We've been
getting excellent feedback from parents, pupils and
staff.”

QUWWAT ISLAM EDUCATION CENTRE | UK

MIDDLETON TECHNOLOGY SCHOOL | UK

SECONDARY AND ACADEMY LEARNING

POLYSAFE HELPS BRIGHTEN UP SCHOOL DINING EXPERIENCE
It is generally accepted that having a school meal in the
middle of the day can have significant benefits both for
individual children and perhaps for the broader life of the
school. Improvements in behaviour and atmosphere have
been noted as children and staff are able to eat together
every day.
As part of a recent school refurbishment at the Middleton
Technology School in Manchester, Polysafe Verona PUR
has been laid throughout the front and back of house to
provide a safe yet attractive floor finish that creates a
welcoming and relaxing environment, suitable for pupils
during lunch breaks.
Installed by Winton Flooring in Manchester and specified
by main contractor H Bell & Sons (Rochdale) Ltd, Allison
Crompton, Head Teacher at Middleton Technology School
commented: “The motto at our school is ‘in pursuit

of excellence’ and the installed flooring certainly
fits our objective of having interior spaces that are
fresh and project a positive ambience. As soon as
we saw the new Verona range, we were impressed
with the modern colours, particularly with the
added benefit of slip resistance to give protection
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to our pupils. Our catering team is delighted with
the end result, having picked the Summer Coulis
shade at the outset to add some vibrancy to the
area.”
Also at The Sutton Academy in St Helens, UK, fitted by
Constellations of Nottingham, Polysafe Verona PUR has
been used to help create an eye-catching dining hall for
pupils.
Ian Morris, Director of Network & Information Services at
The Sutton Academy comments, “This refurbishment

has totally reinvented the dining hall and the use
of Verona ensures a much needed improvement.
The product is a highly decorative sheet vinyl yet
provides the required underfoot safety to our
pupils, whilst being able to be cleaned without
problem.”

THE SUTTON ACADEMY | UK

THE SUTTON ACADEMY | UK

NORTH HERTFORDSHIRE COLLEGE | UK

FURTHER AND HIGHER EDUCATION LEARNING

FLEXIBLE AND HIGH QUALITY DESIGN
The Further & Higher Education sector (FHE) is thriving
as more students opt to remain within education in order
to gain experience and expertise across a wide range of
vocational and academic courses.
Learning and teaching within the FHE sector often requires
a flexible approach to accommodate a combination of
both classroom based and more social & informal learning
spaces.
In some instances, cafeterias are no longer just considered
for dining as they become break-out areas. If wide enough,
corridors or streets can become activity areas and include
reading spaces or zones to further encourage mobile
learning.
The choice of floorcoverings used in multi-functional
learning spaces that have the ability to be rearranged
quickly through the retraction of seating and walls for
example, is extensive and time-saving options are available
from Polyflor.
QUICK & EASY
Adhesive free and laid straight over the existing floor
by MG Flooring, Hertford, UK, Expona SimpLay Loose
Lay wood effect vinyl planks have been installed in the
staffroom at North Hertfordshire College, Stevenage, UK.
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“We needed a flooring solution that was quick and
easy to install, yet still delivered resilience and
ease of cleaning,” commented Brian Sapsed, head of
estates and facilities.

“It’s a great option when you need a quick
turnaround. By taking adhesive, and in this
particular case subfloor preparation out of the
equation, installation time and disruption are
significantly reduced.”
OPEN ALL HOURS
Expona SimpLay Loose Lay stone effect vinyl tiles have
been installed in the Avril Robarts Learning Resource
Centre at Liverpool John Moore’s University. “Loose lay

vinyl tiles were the ideal solution for this particular
flooring project,” explains George Gardiner, minor works
project manager at Liverpool John Moore’s University.

“The Avril Robarts Centre is an important area
for students and we needed a floorcovering that
we could install quickly, with as little disruption as
possible, and that could be lifted up for access to
services under the floor. The product also delivers
the resilience and maintenance benefits required of
a high foot traffic area.”

AVRIL ROBARTS LEARNING RESOURCE CENTRE, JOHN MOORE’S UNIVERSITY | UK

Well-designed learning environments
Based on the results of the HEAD Project (Holistic
Evidence and Design), funded by the Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council, clear evidence has
been found that well-designed primary schools boost
children’s academic performance in reading, writing and
maths.

Three types of physical characteristic of the classrooms were
assessed as part of the study:

Stimulation
complexity, colour, balance open v private

According to the study, it is considered that differences
in the physical characteristics of classrooms explained
16% of the variation in learning progress over a year for
the 3766 English primary school pupils.
The project was based within primary schools as
children at this stage in their learning spend the vast
majority of their time in one room where it appears both
they and the teacher relate strongly to the classroom
environment.
Extracts taken from Clever Classrooms, University of Salford,

Naturalness
light,
temperature,
air quality,
noise

Manchester February 2015

Individualisation
ownership,
flexibility,
personalisation

LAMBETH ACADEMY | UK

Naturalness
Throughout the school build process, access to light, bright and
airy spaces as well as facilities such as glazing and heating, air
quality and the management of noise are fundamental to the
workings of a learning environment and the creation of pleasant
and comfortable surroundings.
Indoor air quality is a key consideration when selecting building
products. Within a busy school environment special attention
is paid to levels of indoor air quality to ensure the comfort of
students through stringent management practices.
Polyflor vinyl flooring makes a significant contribution towards
creating indoor environments with very low VOC (volatile organic
compounds) emissions. For further info see page 17.
Good acoustic conditions are essential to education as noise can
be considered detrimental and a hindrance to learning practices.
To minimise noise transfer in busy corridors, Polyflor acoustic
sheet vinyl provides a high impact sound reduction of 19dB.
Alternatively, Polyflor Acoustifoam in conjunction with 2mm
sheet vinyl will achieve an impact sound reduction level of 18dB.

“Our state-of-the-art premises, designed by award
winning architects demand the specification of the best
possible products,” says Lambeth Academy site manager
Geoff Gilbert. “As well as being extremely attractive,
Polysafe Wood fx Acoustix minimises noise transfer in
our busy corridors and also ensures enhanced under foot
safety for students, staff and visitors. Cleanability and
the facility to maintain regularly were other deciding
factors. All in all, the ideal choice.”
POLYSAFE WOOD FX ACOUSTIX
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TONBRIDGE GRAMMAR SCHOOL | UK

Stimulation
The creation of a stimulating and fun environment can evidently
be achieved through the effective use of design and colour. It is
suggested that the visual diversity of the floor layout and ceiling
should be enough to stimulate the pupils’ attention, but present a
degree of order and calm.
Meantime, colour can play a complementary stimulating role
as the use of relatively bright colours on the floor, blinds, desk,
chairs adds extra highlights and flashes of colour within a scheme.
Polyflor possesses a broad palette of contemporary colours, as
well as stone, marble, textured and wood effect designs giving
the specifier the opportunity to create bespoke schemes with a
distinct non-institutional feel.
When developing a flooring concept, the Polyflor Design Service
helps you to create a precision-cut, easy to install floor design to
transform any educational facility using both colour and textures
within a design scheme.

“As you enter the building you can’t help but notice
the wonderfully graphic floor design,“ commented Julian
Pennells, director of The Flooring Specialists Ltd, that specified
and installed all of the 4500m2 of flooring products for the first
phase of the Tonbridge Grammar School project.

XL PU, MYSTIQUE PUR

PARKLANDS HIGH SCHOOL | UK

Individualisation
Involving stakeholders in the design process
will encourage ownership as pupils feel a sense
of pride and achievement in their involvement
and this can lead to positive learning outcomes.

“The floor is beautifully crafted, a
constant reminder of a key focus for our
school. It is also a wonderful tribute to
the talent of our pupils and Polyflor and
an excellent example of team work - we
are all really proud of the outcome.”
explains Claire Hollister, Headteacher,
Parklands High School.

2000 PUR
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Products in combination
Design, colour and the use of patterns can transform any educational
facility. Also flooring with different performance characteristics can work
in combination to suit an array of different interior schemes.

HIGH DESIGN MEETS FUNCTIONALITY
The latest innovation in luxury vinyl tiles, Affinity255 has been developed to
work alongside 2mm vinyl sheet flooring within heavy commercial interiors,
including the education sector. This creates a flooring solution that
bridges different zones within a building from entrances to exits without
compromising on style and durability.

PEARLAZZO PUR
AFFINITY 255

DUAL PURPOSE AREAS
For larger dual purpose rooms where different flooring types are required
for different purposes, for instance in a dining area, a standard 2mm safety
vinyl sheet floor can be installed around the food serving area where there
is an increased risk of spillages, which blends harmoniously with Affinity255
as the high design floor leads diners towards the seating area.

FLOWING PATHWAYS
Creating smooth and clear pathways through a school building can be aided
by the use of an unbroken flooring solution, as Affinity255 can be laid in
areas that meet other 2mm flooring types without the need for levelling
door trims.

POLYSAFE VERONA PUR
AFFINITY 255
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AFFINITY 255
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Environmental Performance
Polyflor has had ISO 14001

The requirement is that all new builds and

Environmental Management

all refurbishments achieve a very good

certification since 2000.

rating under BREEAM Education.

All facilities, practices
and objectives for improvement and
development are regularly monitored by
external auditors as Polyflor constantly

BRE INDIVIDUALLY ASSESSED
RATINGS
Polyflor’s safety,

looks for ways to further minimise the
environmental impact of its operations and
products.

homogeneous,
heterogeneous and LVT ranges have
been individually assessed by BRE Global

From 2012 to 2014 Polyflor

to measure their environmental impact.

consumed 11% less energy

The ratings are A+ to E, with A+ being

per square metre of

the best rating, having achieved the

flooring produced and

lowest ecopoints. A better rating helps to

reduced CO2 emissions by 9000 tonnes.

maximise a building’s BREEAM score, which

Other initiatives include minimising water

is achievable through our 26 A+ ratings.

usage throughout production using just 4%

Visit www.greenbooklive.com

mains water supply, improvements in waste
management and recycling initiatives.
When it comes to environmental
performance, Polyflor’s products are
assessed through numerous schemes
including BRE Global, BES 6001, EN 15804
EPD and GreenTag approval. Also the use
of Polyflor products can contribute credits
on BREEAM and LEED® education project
assessments.

manufacturer to obtain the BES 6001
standard for Responsible Sourcing,
achieving a Very Good rating for many of
its products. BES 6001 certification helps
the customer make better informed
decisions when selecting suppliers and can
benefit a BREEAM assessment.

party Environmental Product Declarations
which are beneficial on BREEAM and LEED®
assessments, providing 1 bonus uplift point
for MAT 01 on a BREEAM assessment and
1 or 0.5 points on a LEED® assessment.
Globally recognised, EPDs offer transparent
and consistent environmental data on a
product’s life cycle.

BREEAM Education is the
preferred environmental
assessment method for
educational buildings.
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1 point: bonus ‘uplift’ point for specific
BRE LCA/EPD
MAT 03
Responsible Sourcing for Materials
3 points: BES 6001 ‘very good’
1 point: ISO 14001 EMS certified
Polyflor products can contribute
to the maximum available material
points in the MAT 01 and MAT 03
section.

individually certified by BRE Global, generic
ratings are also available. Vinyl flooring
achieves on average a generic BRE Global
A+ rating for most vinyl varieties. Within
the education sector, all Polyflor product
families achieve a generic BRE Global A+

The BRE method of environmental profiling
continues to ensure that independent,
reliable and comparable environmental
information is available in the marketplace.
Using these ratings sets a benchmark for
environmental excellence and ensures
consistency across BREEAM Education
schemes.

The Waste section makes up 7.5% of
the overall scoring, offering 7 credits
in total.
WST 01
Construction Waste Management
1 credit: diversion of resources from
landfill
Exemplary level credit:
85% by volume and 95% by weight
recycled.
The use of Polyflor materials and the
Recofloor Scheme can potentially
contribute towards 1 credit for
diversion of resources from landfill
and 1 exemplary level credit.

MAXIMISE BREEAM CREDITS
Polyflor products can contribute to the
award of BREEAM Education credits
without any compromise on performance,
choice or budget. Credits are awarded
according to performance in 10 different
categories for measuring sustainability
and Polyflor products can contribute to the
award of credits within Materials, Waste
and Health & Wellbeing.

BREEAM EDUCATION

3 points: using BRE A+ rated product

Where Polyflor products have not been

EN 15804 EPD
Polyflor has individual and generic 3rd

MAT 01
Life Cycle Impact

BRE GENERIC RATINGS

rating. Visit www.bre.co.uk/greenguide

Polyflor is the first and only flooring

The Materials section makes up 12.5%
of the overall scoring, offering 12
credits in total

The Health & Wellbeing section
makes up 15% of the overall scoring,
offering 10 credits in total.
HEA 02
Indoor Air Quality
1 credit: minimising sources of VOCs
and formaldehyde
The use of Polyflor materials can
contribute towards 1 Health &
Wellbeing credit.

LEED® sustainable building
certification programme

INDOOR AIR QUALITY (IAQ)

For further detailed information see
Polyflor’s latest Sustainability Report.

Indoor air quality is, quite

Leadership in Energy &

rightly, a key environmental

Environmental Design (LEED®)

consideration when selecting
building products. Within a

rewards best-in-class building
strategies and practices.
Polyflor floorcoverings have the potential
to contribute to

LEED®

credits both for

busy school environment special attention
is paid to levels of indoor air quality in order
to ensure the comfort of students through

Materials & Resources and Indoor

stringent management practices.

Environmental Quality.

Polyflor vinyl flooring makes a significant

As a founder member of Recofloor,

contribution to creating indoor
environments with very low VOC emissions.

ECOSPECIFIER
– Global GreenTagCert TM

vinyl take-back scheme
for recycling
Polyflor has helped develop the
scheme both logistically and through

Polyflor ranges have undergone many

sales & marketing activities to recruit

The Ecospecifier Global

independent and rigorous VOC tests and

more members, both contractors

GreenTag

have approval certification for AgBB,

and distributors.

CertTM

scheme

operated by Global

Swedish B.P.D (FLEC test), Finland M1 test,

GreenTag P/L is a third

GBCA Compliant (GreenTag approval),

party ecolabel program that rates
sustainable products for the built
environment. Polyflor's many products
certified under the scheme in Australia and
New Zealand, with Polyflor homogeneous
PUR ranges typically in the top 50% of
resilient finishes based on their GreenTag

Since 2009 Recofloor has collected
2,684 tonnes of waste vinyl flooring

Afsset A+ and FloorScore®.

that is equivalent to 14,900 (average
UK) classrooms.

The most recent test method by Eurofins is
‘Indoor Air Comfort’. This test method is the
most comprehensive and stringent within
the industry and Polyflor products tested to
date have achieved Indoor Air Comfort Gold.

See below diagram to see how
Recofloor works.
Contact Polyflor for more details.

Ecopoints.

Client telephones to
register interest with Recofloor

Recofloor dispatches clear plastic sacks
to client or client can collect directly
from distributor

Client fills clear sacks with vinyl
waste flooring

Client takes waste vinyl flooring to
drop-off site free of charge

Recofloor dispatches bulk bags to client

Client fills up bulk bags with waste
vinyl and places on pallets minimum 2 bags, 250kg per bag

When bags are full, client telephones
Recofloor to book a collection and
makes credit card payment:

£7.50 for collections from contractors’
sites or £15.00 for timed collections
from live construction sites
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HOLY CROSS COLLEGE | UK

Choice of materials based
on Green Guide Credentials
FLAGSHIP RANGES FOR HOLY CROSS COLLEGE
Pearlazzo PUR and Polysafe Modena PUR were specified and
installed in a £3.2m new build development at Holy Cross
College, Bury, UK. A total of 2000m2 was installed throughout
the three storey teaching facility by Stockport based HVB
Flooring Services Ltd.
Peter Woods, Vice Principal of the College commented
‘Environmental considerations have been a prominent issue
in this new build project where we aimed to achieve no less
than a BREEAM very good rating. We chose Polyflor as the
ranges are A+ rated and 100% recyclable via Recofloor, the
industry leading recycling scheme’.
He continued, ‘providing a high quality learning environment
for our students is extremely important to us and with the
effective use of design and colour across the Pearlazzo and
Polysafe Modena ranges we achieved this’.

2

"At the construction site
8% of the material is
assumed to be wasted"

3

BRE Global

1

4a

4b

1. Uplifted flooring or offcuts
2. Placed in bags
3. Collected for recycling
4a. Recycled into new flooring
4b. Recycled into useful products

Yes Please

No Thanks

Post installation, clean vinyl offcuts

Non vinyl flooring including linoleum, laminate, carpet, or flooring with

(smooth or safety vinyl)

jute/fabric backing

Old stock vinyl roll-ends & samples

Cushion vinyl flooring

(smooth or safety vinyl)

General waste including asbestos, rubble, wood,
blades, nails, screws etc

Smooth uplifted flooring –
depending on condition and quality
Please ensure all material for collection is as clean as possible
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Liquids

The Versatility of Vinyl
For many decades Polyflor has been recognised as a leading global manufacturer of high quality, high
performance floorcoverings. As one of our core markets, the needs and requirements of the education
sector are at the heart of our vinyl product portfolio through the availability of multi-functional
products.
Education premises are varied and often complex sites and floor finishes are required to meet both the
functional and aesthetic standards of many different spaces.
Polyflor vinyl flooring is available in an extensive range of looks, textures and performance properties.
Due to its hardwearing, water-resistant nature and ease of cleaning, vinyl is often the product of choice
for many of today’s modern educational facilities, with options to suit budgets for both new build and
refurbishment schemes.

Specify with Confidence
All Polyflor ranges meet relevant independent flooring standards for general performance, slip
resistance, acoustics and durability, demonstrating a high resistance to abrasive wear throughout
their life, with many ranges attaining the highest ’very heavy commercial‘ Class 34 rating.
With regards cleaning and maintenance, all Polyflor commercial sheet vinyl ranges provide a
continuous, impervious and hygienic flooring solution which can be confidently cleaned in accordance
with recommended maintenance procedures and approved maintenance products.
Vinyl, as a cost effective multi-faceted plastic, is a necessity in everyday life due to its flexibilty,
durability, performance and functionality. As the only UK-based manufacturer of a full range of
commercial vinyl floorings, Polyflor continues to be able to offer ’best value’ flooring solutions where
high quality and high performance are a given.
See the following table for suggested product suitability in various use areas around an educational
building.
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Room/Usage

Homogeneous

Modena PUR

Hydro Evolve

Hydro

Ecomax

Corona PUR

Astral PUR

Arena PUR

Apex

XL PU

2000 PUR

Mystique PUR

Classic Mystique PUR

Prestige PUR

Pearlazzo PUR

Specify with
Confidence

Safety (Polysafe

Break-out areas

•

•

•

•

•

•

Changing rooms

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Circulation

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Classrooms

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Corridors

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Dining hall

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Entrances

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Computer comms rooms

•

Food service areas
Hospitality

•

•

•

•

•

ICT

•

Kitchens
Laboratory (dry areas)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Laboratory (wet areas)
Library

•

•

•

•

•

•

Multi purpose hall

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Non multi purpose sport hall
Offices

•

Play areas
Reception

•

•

•
•

Showers

•

Stairs

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Stairwells

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Stores
Toilets

•
•

The recommendations give only an indicative guide as to product suitability in specific areas based on Polyflor's knowledge and experience.
Other Polyflor ranges will also be suitable for the areas indicated. Contact Polyflor Customer Technical Services for further guidance.
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•

Luxury Vinyl Tiles

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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SETTING THE STANDARD IN SAFETY FLOORING
At Polyflor we believe that the floor must not only look good, but also perform well, so that it is impermeable, hygienic and safe.
Safety flooring is typically used in those areas where there is a risk of spillage or wetness that could make the floor slippery and
unsafe such as toilets, changing rooms, science labs and serveries. Ongoing product development and cleaning technology has
ensured that safety flooring is now becoming more decorative and suited to high visibility and front of house areas, including
circulation areas, corridors and dining areas.

All Polysafe ranges offer a sustainable slip resistance assurance and adhere to HSE Guidelines, achieving 36+
in the Pendulum wet test (Four S Rubber/Slider 96) with a surface roughness of 20 microns and above.

ST GERARD‘S EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE CENTRE | NORTHERN IRELAND

4 steps
to safety
1
36+ RRL
Pendulum Wet Test
2
Surface Roughness
Rz ≥20μm
3
Proven Cleanability
4
Sustainable Slip
Resistance

HSE Compliant
“We have worked with Polyflor in the past and found their technical and onsite support great. We specified
Polyflor products on this project due to the availability of stock on a quick turnaround time, which is always
a problem on large jobs. The material was easily worked with and it ticked the boxes for both design and
performance.”
Greer Winnington, Director of Flooring Solutions (NI)
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Polysafe PUR
POLYSAFE PUR CLEANING TECHNOLOGY
Polyflor has set the true benchmark with a groundbreaking development in the cleanability of safety flooring.
With the same tried and trusted cleaning technology as used across Polyflor PUR homogeneous ranges, Polysafe PUR is a
super-durable reinforcement, incorporated into many Polysafe ranges to facilitate even easier cleaning, whilst providing
optimum appearance and colour retention as well as improved soil release.
Using a micro mop maintenance regime, chemical usage, energy intensive cleaning and water consumption are
significantly reduced and life cycle maintenance costs of up to 60% are achievable over a 15 year period when compared
to untreated safety flooring.
See www.polyflor.com/safety

DUAL SLIP PERFORMANCE IN THE DRY AND IN THE WET

In environments where
you might expect a wet
and a dry floor, such as
in a bathroom or shower,
certain Polysafe ranges
are ideal, subject to an end
user’s risk assessment.
Polysafe Hydro, Hydro
Evolve and Ultima
products can be used
in barefoot, continually
wet areas and shod
conditions. As fully HSE
compliant, with slip
resistance assured for
the guaranteed life of
the product, these floor
finishes are recommended
when a slip resistant sheet
system is required.
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Acoustic Floor Design
COLLECTIONS TARGET NUISANCE NOISE
Building Bulletin 93, published in 2003 by the Department for
Education, sets out minimum performance standards for the
acoustics of school buildings, as it is generally considered that
poor acoustics within an educational environment can have
a detrimental effect on educational outcomes for both pupils
and staff. Intended for designers and Building Control Bodies,
BB93 gives the performance targets for compliance with Part E
of The Building Regulations.
The acoustic characteristics of schools are controlled by Part E
of the Building Regulations, School Premises Regulations and
the Independent School Standards, which apply to new and
existing schools and where the requirements with respect to
resistance to sound are covered.
School premises are also subject to the Equality Act.
The Equality Act 2010 places a duty on all schools and local
authorities to prepare and implement accessibility strategies
for disabled pupils and staff.

ACOUSTIX FOREST FX PUR

Recommended areas for acoustic floorcovering in educational
buildings ●

Corridors

●

Classrooms

●

Reception / meeting areas

●

Rooms above noise-sensitive areas

Noise reduction benefits –
●

Reduces disruption from neighbouring classrooms

●

Allow louder teaching areas eg music rooms, to
neighbouring quiet study areas

●

Aids children’s education by reducing distracting
background noise

●

Provides better learning environment for children with
hearing difficulties

The Polyflor Acoustix ranges have been designed and
developed to assist in improving acoustic properties within
educational environments, as well as providing the additional
benefits of aesthetics, performance, hygiene and durability
and are well placed to meet the needs of the modern education
sector.

ACOUSTIX GALLERY FX PUR
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Cleaning Regimes
LOW MAINTENANCE OPTIONS
Poor maintenance damages aesthetics, impairs performance,
shortens floor life and creates hygiene problems in critical
locations. Moreover, safe and clean surroundings can promote
a feeling of confidence and wellbeing amongst pupils and staff.
As the likelihood of spillages is ever present in a busy education
environment, regular and well planned maintenance keeps the
floorcovering in pristine condition and can enhance the original
appearance. Maintenance can also reduce wear and ultimately
improve the life expectancy of the floorcovering.
A tailored maintenance programme is simple to apply, with the
effort and cost, concentrated where each location demands.
This produces definite savings and considerable return on a
floorcovering investment as most Polyflor ranges benefit from
enhanced formulations in relation to maintenance.
The Polyflor PU (polyurethane surface treatment) and PUR
(polyurethane reinforcement) ranges ensure that use of
polish, water, strippers and chemical cleaners are significantly
reduced and thus contribute to significant maintenance cost
savings for the life of the floor.

RESISTANCE TO CHEMICALS
Polyflor vinyl floorcoverings are suitable for use in all areas
where most chemicals are used and there is only a risk of
accidental spillage. A comprehensive guide to chemical effects
and staining by product shade is available on request.

All Polyflor products are designed with low
maintenance features.
PUR reinforcement is cross-linked and UV cured for
superior cleaning benefits, enhanced protection and
optimum appearance retention.
Environmentally preferential using less energy,
polish, water and cleaning chemicals.
Polyflor homogeneous PUR is polish free (wax free)
for life and Polysafe PUR should never be polished.
Polysafe PUR achieves superior cleaning benefits
and facilitates easier soil release, whilst enabling
optimum appearance retention.
Economically sustainable, with 48% to 60%
maintenance cost savings over a 20+ year life when
compared to untreated vinyl.
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Good Practice
MAINTAINING A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT
It is important to regularly assess the various locations
within an education environment and to be flexible
about the maintenance employed in them. However one
requirement they all share is the need for the complete floor
to be visibly clean, including all edges and corners.
To assist with the maintenance of a clean and safe
education environment, detailed floorcare guidance is
available for all products, along with a list of cleaning
products approved for use with Polyflor floorcoverings.
All cleaning products should be used in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions. Chlorine-based products can
be used on Polyflor vinyl floorcoverings provided the area
is rinsed after use and diluted as per the manufacturer’s
instructions.

Design Service
THE POLYFLOR DESIGN SERVICE
COMPLETING THE PICTURE
There’s virtually no limit to the shape, pattern or picuture
you can create with the help of the Polyflor Design Service.
Using the world’s most advanced computerised waterjet
cutting machines to transform the design into a flooring
‘jigsaw’, with astonishing precision, the opportunity to
create a bespoke piece of artwork becomes a reality.
For more information and to view our standard designs,
motifs and borders, visit www.polyflor.com/design
Susan Aldred, Head Teacher at Audley Junior School
commented:
“We are very pleased with the finished look and
performance of the Polyflor flooring. The circular design
looks really stylish and has certainly been a talking point
for children and staff alike.”
Fran Bury, Director at AFB Flooring Solutions Ltd, adds:
“We are proud to have been involved in this project and
the finished installation looks worth the detailed effort
that was put in on-site. We would particularly like to
thank Polyflor’s Design Service for their invaluable help in
allowing us to turn this design concept into reality.”
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Products containing pine gel and phenolic disinfectants
should not be used on Polyflor vinyl flooring as they may
damage the floorcoverings. The Polyflor homogeneous PUR
and Polysafe PUR ranges are suitable for steam cleaning on
a periodic basis.
HAND HYGIENE
Polyflor homogeneous PUR, heterogeneous PUR and
Polysafe PUR flooring ranges are compatible for use with
the most commonly used alco-based hand gels. Some
salco-based hand gels contain a high concentration of
ethanol and to discuss their compatibility with other Polyflor
floorcoverings email tech@polyflor.com.

A world of colour at your feet
Recognising the importance of colour in the design process, Pearlazzo PUR is a collection of
shades ranging from pale neutrals through to more intense shades. The harmonious decoration
and extensive colour choice enables you to bring a special brand of style and elegance to any
educational environment.
The Kongsgårdmoen Skole, in Kongsberg, Norway chose to install a number of Pearlazzo PUR
shades around the primary school from bright and bold yellows, reds and oranges in classrooms,
to more subtle beiges and blues in the foyer and on the stairs. In key areas, this was used in
combination with Acoustifoam, which is a closed cell pvc foam backing sheet designed to be
installed beneath standard Polyflor vinyl, to achieve an impact sound reduction level of 18dB.
Ideally suited to a busy school environment, Pearlazzo PUR combines great style with the
low maintenance and toughness which specifiers have come to expect from the Polyflor
homogeneous PUR family of products.
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POLYFLOR INTERNATIONAL
TM

Australia

India

Russia

Polyflor Australia

Polyflor India Pvt Ltd

Polyflor Contract Ltd

Tel: +61 3 9215 4400

Tel: +91 22 4476 4567

Tel: +7 (812) 332 42 02

Tel: 1800 777 425

E-mail: info@polyflor.co.in

E-mail: info@polyflor.ru

E-mail: sales@polyflor.com.au
Ireland

South Africa

Canada

Polyflor Ireland

Poly Sales Africa (Pty.) Ltd

Polyflor Canada Inc.

Tel: +353 (1) 864 9304

Tel: +27 11 609 3500

Tel: +1 905 364 3000

E-mail: salesireland@polyflor.com

E-mail: info@polyflor.co.za

E-mail: sales@polyflor.ca
New Zealand

Sweden

China

Polyflor New Zealand

FalckDesign AB

Polyflor Hong Kong

Tel: +64 9 269 1111

Tel: +46 (0) 300 15820

Tel: +(852) 2865 0101

Tel: 0800 765 935

E-mail: info@falckdesign.com

E-mail: info@polyflor.com.hk

E-mail: sales@polyflor.co.nz

France

Norway

James Halstead France SAS

Polyflor Nordic

Tel: +33 (0) 8 20 20 32 11

Tel: +47 23 00 84 00

E-mail: info@jhfrance.fr

E-mail: firmapost@polyflor.no

Germany

Poland

objectflor Art und Design Belags GmbH

Polflor Sp. Z o.o.

Tel: +49 (0) 2236 966 330

Tel: +48 (0) 61 820 3155

E-mail: info@objectflor.de

E-mail: polyflor@polflor.com.pl

www.polyflor.com

POLYFLOR HEAD OFFICE
TM

POLYFLOR LTD. PO BOX 3 RADCLIFFE NEW ROAD WHITEFIELD MANCHESTER M45 7NR UK

UK FAX:

+44 (0)161 767 1128

RECEPTION:

UK SAMPLE REQUESTS: +44 (0)161 767 2551

EXPORT FAX:

+44 (0)161 767 1166

E-MAIL:

INFO@POLYFLOR.COM

EXPORT SALES DIRECT: +44 (0)161 767 191 3

TECHNICAL SUPPORT: +44 (0)161 767 1912

WEBSITE:

WWW.POLYFLOR.COM

UK SALES DIRECT:

LIT94 /16

+44 (0)161 767 1 122

+44 (0)161 767 1111

